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ABSTRACT 
 

Most of previous methods on Thai soundex encoding are based on Odell and Russell’s 
algorithm. These methods still have limitations in grouping words of similar sound. To 
improve the accuracy of Thai soundex encoding, we propose a new method that combines a 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and phonetic trigrams. Our soundex code consists of three 
features, i.e. initial consonant sound, vowel sound, and final consonant sound. The HMM and 
phonetic trigrams are used as a soundex converter. First, the HMM generates all possible 
soundex codes, and then the answers are re-ranked by combining probabilities from phonetic 
trigrams with probabilities from the HMM. The experimental results show that our algorithm 
surpasses the previous works and gives the best performance with 95% and 84% in precision 
and recall, respectively. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Soundex is a technique for identifying words that have similar pronunciation, and is 
used in many applications such as word retrieval in census database  [Green], spelling 
correction [Arunwong-Na-Ayuthaya, 1991; Tangkhawanwanich, 1991], cross-language 
retrieval [Suwanvisat & Prasitjutrakul, 1999], etc.  For English, Odell and Russell’s algorithm 
provides a good result of grouping words based on their sounds. The algorithm translates a 
string into a canonical form of at most four characters by ignoring vowels and ‘w’, ‘h’, ‘y’ 
and converting the rests into a phonetic code consisting of the first letter and three decimal 
digits.  

For Thai soundex systems, there are two board classes of approaches: (1) a soundex 
converter using a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) [Karoonboonyanan, et al., 1997], 
and (2) soundex schemes based on Odell and Russell’s algorithm. The NFA soundex 
converter generates all possible pronunciations but does not provide probabilities for ranking 
them. For this reason, the NFA soundex converter is impractical in most applications, because 
it cannot select the most probable answer. 

Most of Thai soundex systems are based on Odell and Russell’s algorithm 
[Lohjeerachoonhakul & Khuwinpan, 1982; Udompanich, 1983; Arunwong-Na-Ayuthaya, 
1991; Suwanvisat & Prasitjutrakul, 1999]. The works of [Lohjeerachoonhakul & Khuwinpan, 
1982] and [Udompanich, 1983] are almost the same as the original Odell and Russell’s 
algorithm, i.e. they preserve the first character of the input word and convert the rest into 



decimal digits by ignoring vowels. The works of [Arunwong-Na-Ayuthaya, 1991; Suwanvisat 
& Prasitjutrakul, 1999] proposed improved versions of Odell and Russell’s algorithm for Thai 
soundex systems by encoding both consonants and vowels into a phonetic code, but these 
systems still did not perform quite well. The following are specific characteristics of Thai that 
are overlooked in previous works. 

(1) As soundex can be though of as a phonetic code of an input string, the smallest unit 
in the soundex code should encode each syllable of the input string. However, some Thai 
soundex systems did not take this into account, i.e. they ignored vowels, and thus may 
produce the same code for different words despite the fact that the words contain different 
syllables. For example, the word ‘�¸ª¦’ [WßLÚZoQ@ having two syllables and the word ‘�¦’ [WßoÚQ@ 
composed of only one syllable are encoded into the same soundex code [Lohjeerachoonhakul�
&� Khuwinpan, 1982; Udompanich, 1983]. Thai soundex systems, which consider both 
consonants and vowels, still face the problem of Thai syllables [Arunwong-Na-Ayuthaya, 
1991; Suwanvisat� & Prasitjutrakul, 1999]. This is because usually a Thai string can be 
segmented into many different sequences of syllables, but the previous Thai soundex systems 
use only one sequence of syllables in the original form. 

(2) There are special vowel structures which give the same pronunciation but are 
encoded into different soundex codes, such as vowels in the words ‘Á�µ’ [NDX] and ‘�µª’ [NDX] 
[Lohjeerachoonhakul�&�Khuwinpan, 1982; Arunwong-Na-Ayuthaya, 1991]. Generally, the 
sounds of vowels ‘Á�µ’ [−DX] and ‘µ’ [-DÚ-] are different, but the combination of the vowel ‘µ’ [-DÚ-] 

with a final consonant ‘ª’ [-X] provides the same sound as that of the vowel ‘Á�µ’ [−DX]. 
(3) There are many ambiguous pronunciation rules in Thai that cause low precision in 

the previous works. Vowels ‘Á’ [-HÚ-], ‘Â’ [-(Ú-], ‘Å’ [-DL], ‘Ä’ [-DL], ‘Ã’ [-RÚ-] can provide more than one 

pronunciation. For example, a word ‘Á�¬¤’ may be read as ‘Á��¬¤’ [NHÚVRÚP] or ‘�³� Á¬¤’ [NDVHÚP], 

and in this case the correct one is ‘�³�Á¬¤’ [NDVHÚP]. However, a word ‘Á�¬¦’ which can also be 

read as ‘Á��¬¦’ [NHÚVRÚQ] and ‘�³�Á¬¦’ [NDVHÚQ], but the correct one is ‘Á��¬¦’ [NHÚVRÚQ].  
(4) The reduced form of words is also an important cause of a limitation of Thai 

soundex systems. For instance, words such as ‘ª·�¥µ’ [ZLWWDMDÚ@ and ‘°´�¦µ’ [�D�WWUDÚ@ contain hidden 

pronunciation that need to be read as if they were ‘ª·��³¥µ’ [ZLWWDMDÚ@ and ‘°´�¦�¦µ’ [�D�WWUDÚ@, 
respectively. 

In this paper, we propose a new method for Thai soundex encoding that can solve the 
previous limitations. First, to solve the problem of syllable segmentation, we segment an input 
string into all possible sequences of syllables. Next, we handle the problem of special vowel 
structures and the ambiguous in pronunciation rules by applying a Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM) and phonetic trigrams to generate all possible pronunciations and select the most 
probable one. Finally, to solve the problem of the reduced form of words, we employ a 
preprocessing method that adds the hidden pronunciation back into the words. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we construct a corpus consisting of two 
parts: the first one is for training and the other is for testing. The experimental results show 
that a combination of HMM and phonetic trigrams provides high precision and recall and our 
algorithm outperforms the previous works. 

 
 
COMBINING AN HMM AND PHONETIC TRIGRAMS 

 
Below we describe our method for soundex encoding. We first give the definition of 

soundex, then explain the algorithm which employs an HMM and phonetic trigrams. 
 



THE ENCODING OF SOUNDEX 
 

We employ the encoding scheme in [Karoonboonyanan, et al., 1997] which defines the 
properties of similarly-pronounced syllables as being composed of two main features, i.e.  
(1) common features consisting of initial consonant sounds, vowel sounds and final consonant 
sounds, and (2) variations consisting of clusters, vowel lengths and tones. Soundex encoding 
should preserve common features and eliminate variations. Therefore, a unit in the soundex 
code is composed of three letters representing an initial consonant sound, a vowel sound, and 
a final consonant sound. In Thai, there are 20 initial consonant sounds, 12 vowel sounds, and 
9 final consonant sounds as shown in Table 1,2,3 respectively. 

 
Table 1: Initial consonant encoding.  

Consonant(s) Phonetic Values Soundex Code 
� �¨ �¦ �ª [k] �

� � � �¨ �¦ �ª �ª �¦ �¨ [kh] �

� ®� [1] �

� �¦ [tß] �

� �¦ � � [tßh] �

 � ¬ « «¦ «¨ ¦ ¨ �¦ �¦ [s] �

¥ °¥ ®� � ®¥ [j] ¥

� �¦ � � [d] �

� �¦ �¨ � [t] �

� �¦ � � � � � [th] �

� � ®� [n] �

� �¦ �¨ [b] �

� �¦ �¨ [p] �

¡ ¡¦ ¡¨ � �¨ £ [ph] ¡

   ¨  ¦ ¢ ¢¨ ¢¦ [f] ¢

¤ ®¤ [m] ¤

¨ ¦ ¯ ®¨ ®¦ § [r],[l] ¨

ª ®ª [w] ª

® ± [h] ±

° [�] °

* We group ‘�’ (thrill [r]) and ‘�’ (lateral [l]) together due to their close pronunciation. 

 
Table 2: Vowel encoding. 

Syllable Form Soundex Code 
°³��D��°´���D���°¦¦���D���°��D��°Îµ��DP��Ä°��DL���

Å°��DL��Å°¥��DL��Á°µ��DX��°µ���DÚ���

a 

°·���L���°¸���LÚ����§���UL��� i 

°¹�������°º����Ú����§���U���� v 

°»���X���°¼���XÚ��� u 



Á°³��H��Á°È���H���Á°���HÚ��� e 

Â°³��(��Â°È���(���Â°���(Ú��� x 

Ã°³��R��°���R���Ã°���RÚ��� o 

Á°µ³[-o] °È°���o���°°���oÚ���°��oÚ��°¦��oÚQ� c 

Á°°³��\��Á°°���\Ú���Á°·���\Ú���Á°¥��\ÚL��§��U\Ú��� d 

Á°¸¥³��L���Á°¸¥���L���� j 

Á°º°³�������Á°º°����Ú���� w 

°´ª³��X���°´ª��XÚ���°ª���XÚ���� $ 

 
Table 3: Final consonant encoding. 

Group Consonant(s) Soundex Code 
kok [-k] � � � �¦ �¦ �

kong [-1] � �

kom [-m] ¤ ¤· ¤

kon [-n] � � ¦ � ¨ ¯ �

koew [-u] ª ª

koey [-I] ¥ ¥

kot [t] � � � � � � � � � � � � �  « ¬ ¬� �¦

�¦ �¦ �· �» ��· �· �� ¦�

�

kop [-p] � � ¡ ¢ £ �

Open syllable ± ±

 
With the above classification and all variations elimination applied, here are some encoding 
examples: 

Å� [nai]  is encoded �a¥ 

°´�¦µ [�D�WWUDÚ@ is encoded °a��a± 

�¦¦¤³ [thamma #�] is encoded �a¤¤a± 
 

 
OUR ALGORITHM 
 

We now describe our algorithm for converting a string into its soundex code. The 
algorithm is shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: The algorithm for soundex encoding. 

1. Preprocess the input word by: 
1.1 eliminating tones and cancelled letters, 
1.2 recovering the hidden form, and 
1.3 creating new words for special vowels. 

2. Segment each word into all possible sequences of syllables. 
3. Apply a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and phonetic trigrams to generate soundex codes, 

and output N-best answers according to the probabilities calculated from the HMM and 
phonetic trigrams. 



  
As shown in Table 4, the algorithm for generating soundex codes is composed of three 

steps. 
1. The first step is to preprocess the input word by eliminating tone markers and 

cancelled letters. We also solve the problem of the reduced forms of words by generating new 
words from the input word with hidden-pronunciation adding. For example, the preprocessing 
of ‘ª·�¥µ’ [ZLWWDMDÚ@ will generate two new words: ‘ª·�¥µ’ [ZLWWDMDÚ@ itself and  

‘ª·��³¥µ’ [ZLWWDMDÚ@ with the hidden-pronunciation (�³) added. Furthermore, the ambiguous 

pronunciation of special vowels ‘Á’ [-HÚ-], ‘Â’ [-(Ú-], ‘Å’ [-DL], ‘Ä’ [-DL], ‘Ã’ [-RÚ-]  is also solved in this 

step. For an input word containing these vowels, we generate all possible pronunciations for 
these vowels. For example, for an input word ‘Á�¬¤’ [NDVHÚP], the algorithm will produce the 

word ‘Á�¬¤’ [NDVHÚP] itself and another word ‘�Á¬¤’ [NDVHÚP]. Therefore, the preprocessing of 

‘Á�¬¤ª·�¥µ’ will provide four outputs: ‘�Á¬¤ª·�¥µ’, ‘�Á¬¤ª·��³¥µ’, ‘Á�¬¤ª·�¥µ’ and ‘Á�¬¤ª·��³¥µ’. 
2. The second step is to segment the words from Step 1 into all possible sequences of 

syllables. In other words, given a string of characters S = c1c2 · · ·  cn from Step 1, we want to 
find a set W = { o1o2 · · ·  om | o1, o2,…, om ∈ O and o1o2 · · ·  om = S }, where O is a set of valid Thai 
syllable forms.  

3. The last step is to apply an HMM and phonetic trigrams to encode soundex for each 
sequence of syllables, and select the N-best answers according to the probabilities calculated 
from the HMM and phonetic trigrams. The HMM and phonetic trigrams are described below. 

 
 
HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 
 

An HMM is a well-known and widely used statistical method, especially for speech 
recognition tasks [Rabiner & Juang, 1993]. Here, we apply an HMM as a soundex converter, 
by defining each state as a soundex code and outputs of each state as all syllable forms which 
have pronunciation matching with the state. A transition between two states is defined as the 
probability that two soundex codes are connected to each other. Figure 1 shows a part of our 
HMM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: A part of our HMM. 
 

States ‘�a±’ and ‘�o�’ in the figure represent soundex codes pronounced as ‘�³ [ka]’ and 

‘�� [nok]’, respectively. The outputs of the state ‘�a±’ are the syllable forms (‘�³’ and ‘�’) of 

which pronunciation are ‘�³ [ka]’. Similarly, ‘��’ and ‘Ã��’, which are outputs of the state  

‘�o�’, have the same pronunciation ‘�� [nok]’. The transition between the states ‘�a±’ and  

‘�o�’ is a probability that the state ‘�a±’ is followed by the state ‘�o�’. 

�o��

	������
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�����

P( si | si+1 ) 
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Each soundex code contains three characters representing an initial consonant sound, a 
vowel sound, and a final consonant sound. Since there are 20 initial consonant sounds, 12 
vowel sounds and 9 final consonant sounds, the total number of states is 20 x 12 x 9 = 2,160. 
Therefore, the total number of transitions is 2,160 × 2,160 = 4,665,600, in case of a fully-
connected HMM. However, the transitions in our model are constructed from training data 
(not fully-connected). In our experiment, the model contains 10,896 transitions by the end of 
the training process. We create outputs of each state by combining all initial consonant forms, 
vowel forms, and final consonant forms shown in Table 1. For example, outputs of a state  
‘�u�’ [1XÚ1] are ‘�¼�’ [1XÚ1], ‘®�¼�’ [1XÚ1], ‘�»�’ [1XÚ1], and ‘®�»�’ [1XÚ1], since there are 2 initial 

consonant forms ‘�’ [1@ and ‘®�’ [1@, 2 vowel forms t » u >-X-] and t ¼ u >-XÚ-], and 1 final consonant 

forms ‘�’ [1@.  
To apply the HMM for soundex encoding, we define the task as follows: 

Given:  
• a Hidden Markov Model H = {π, T, O}  
• a sequence of syllable forms X = o1o2 · · ·  om 
where π is a set of states, T is a set of transitions, and O is a set of outputs of states, 
and o1, o2,… , om ∈ O.   

Find:  
• the state sequence S = s1s2 · · ·  sm (the soundex code of the given X) that maximizes 

P(S | X) by using the following equation:  
 

       P(S | X)  = P(s1| π) Π P( si | si+1 ) P( oi | si )   (1) 

  
where P(s1 | π) is a probability that state s1 is chosen as an initial state, 

 P(si | si+1)  is a transition probability between state si and si+1, 
 P(oi | si ) is a probability that output symbol oi will be emitted at state si. 

Note that all these probabilities are calculated from training examples. 
 
 
TRIGRAM  MODEL 

 
We employ phonetic trigrams for enhancing the performance of our method. Though 

various trigram models, e.g. word trigrams, character trigrams, have been successfully applied 
to many tasks [Golding & Schabes, 1996; Meknavin, et al., 1998], to our knowledge this is 
the first attempt to use a phonetic trigram model. To apply a phonetic trigrams to select the 
most probable answer, we define the task as follows. Given a state sequence S = s1s2 · · ·  sm from 
the HMM, the probability of this sequence can be calculated by using the phonetic trigrams 
defined as follows: 

 

    P(S) =  Π P(si | si+1, si+2 )      (2) 
 
where si, si+1 and si+2 are a state in state sequence S, the state next to si and the state next to 
si+1, respectively. 

We then define the combined probability (CP) that combines the phonetic trigrams with 
the HMM by using Equation (1) and Equation (2) as: 
 

            CP = P(s1| π) Π P(si | si+1 ) P(oi | si )  ×  Π k P(si | si+1, si+2 ) (3) 
 



where k is a constant that determines the relative values of trigrams’s probabilities versus 
HMM’s probabilities. 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we construct a corpus which 
contains about 26,000 words (100,000 syllables) from the databases of Telephone 
Organization of Thailand and Thai Royal Institute dictionary. About 70% of the whole corpus 
are used as a training set and the rest is used as a test set. We run the experiment to compare 
three algorithms: (1) an algorithm described in [Suwanvisat & Prasitjutrakul, 1999] which is 
based on Odell and Russell’s Soundex algorithm (SP99), (2) the HMM alone (HMM), and (3) 
the combination of the HMM and phonetic trigrams (HMM+TRI). The results are shown in 
Table 4. 

The performances of the above methods are evaluated by standard precision (P) and 
recall (R). We also use F1-measure(F1) that combines recall and precision with an equal 
weight and is defined as follows: 

 
 
 

Table 4. The comparison of the performances of three algorithms. 
SP99 HMM HMM+TRI 

P (%) R (%) F1  P (%) R (%) F1 P (%) R (%) F1  
68.30 80.30 73.82 89.70*1 82.84*1 86.13*1 95.20*1 83.61*1 89.03*1 

   82.80*2 92.32*2 87.30*2 83.87*2 94.71*2 88.96*2 
   66.46*3 96.93*3 78.85*3 58.41*3 99.70*3 73.66*3 

*1, *2 and *3 are the values obtained when the number of N�best answers is set to 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively� 
  
 The results show that our methods, both HMM and HMM+TRI, give better results than 
those of SP99, in both precision and recall. SP99 is a very fast method and usually finds the 
expected words, but it also gives a lot of false hits, resulting in high recall and low precision. 
Among these three algorithms, HMM+TRI performs best and significantly improves the use 
of HMM alone.  

HMM+TRI gives the best performance when using only the first answer, and in this 
case, HMM+TRI yields a satisfactory result of 95.20% and 83.61% in precision and recall 
respectively. The recall is very high (99.70%) when we use the best three soundex codes, but 
it causes very low precision (58.41%). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have proposed a method for improving Thai soundex system by using the soundex 
code that considers the initial consonant sound, vowel sound, and final consonant sound. We 
solve the problems of previous works by considering the syllable boundary and employing a 
preprocessing technique to handle the ambiguities in Thai pronunciation rules. We have 
applied the HMM with phonetic trigrams for Thai soundex encoding. The experimental 
results, comparing our algorithms and previous works, reveal that the combination of the 
HMM and phonetic trigrams gives the best result with 95% precision and 84% recall. 
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